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Rhino: It's more than that. If I had a vote for the hall of fame, I'd vote Duncan in

1st ballot. My big issue is that a person of Duncan's size plays the game like he's

smaller then he is. I think a large part of his dominance was when he was paired

w/ David Robinson (who to me, was the face of the Spurs - I'm also a huge Sean

Elliot fan). Duncan is better when he has another big to take the center spot and

allow him to operate at the PF position. His size is that of a center but his game

was that of a PF but he lacked the dribble drive and the all around offensive game

of a true PF. I don't hate Tim Duncan, I just hate his game b/c he's always played

it like he was an old man (even at Wake Forest).

DMM: When he first came in the league, centers were 7’+ and were post-up players (See

Robinson, Ewing, Shaq, Mourning, etc). Chris Webber was a guy that was similar.

Duncan is a listed as 6’11” and 255 lbs. I guarantee he is NOT 6’11”. David Robinson is a

legit 7’, maybe 7’1”. Here’s a picture of them standing next to each other.



Look at their shoulder level. I think you have it in your mind that Duncan is bigger than he

is. In reality, he’s about the size of Blake Griffin (6’10, 250) and maybe an inch taller than

Kevin Durant (6’9” and 230).



Duncan was erroneously listed as 7’ when he first came into the NBA. Now he’s listed at

6’11” but I’d argue he may be shorter than that. Kevin Garnett, on the other hand, is 7’ tall

and chose to have himself listed as 6’11” so he wouldn’t be considered a 7’ center. He is an

example of someone that dodged what he didn’t want to play in order to create a mismatch.



 

I guess my problem with this argument is due to your perception that he should be a

center. Just because he has played center in the past doesn’t mean that is the best way to

utilize his abilities. Heck, the Spurs often start Dejuan Blair at Center, when he’s 6’8” tops.

Duncan isn’t a physical freak like Kevin Garnett, he plays below the rim. At some point, it

doesn’t matter where he lines up, it’s 5 on 5 during the game and no one cares what letter

you have next to your name on the roster. It’s not like the other team lets him get 10+

rebounds a game and 7-footers don’t try to stop him. Teams have tossed everything at him

and about the only guy that really gives him fits is Pau Gasol (and also Marc Gasol),

historically.



Rhino: Tim Duncan is a center who was classified as a PF only b/c David Robinson

was on his team and later he had Dennis Rodman that would line up at center and

guard the center. Tim Duncan plays in the weak era of PF and he's never been able

to stop guys of his equal height or weight. So they'd throw Dennis Rodman on

Shaq.

DMM5157:



We covered the Rodman thing in another post. Wrong era of the Spurs.



It's the same reason why I didn't like Dirk Now, can't rebound, can't post up, not

physical and has the size to dominate down low but he decides to live out of the

paint. Tim Duncan can't guard Dirk, Duncan can't guard the other PF against OKC

in Durant, he can't guard Kevin Love and he can't guard most of the modern era PF

but yet, he's classified as one, when in reality he's a center. But would he be the

top center of his generation? I feel like he was classified as a PF just so he could

be propped as the greatest PF of all time.

DMM5157: Who are the dominant PF’s in the league right now? You’re right, it’s not a PF

league any more, but it was when Duncan was having his dominant run. Karl Malone, Kevin

Garnett, Rasheed Wallace, Amare Stoudemire, heck he even played against an older Charles

Barkley.

If you look at this list of top 10 PF’s from the past 30 years, you’ll see Duncan played

against all but 1 on the list (Kevin McHale). http://blogs.thescore.com/tbj/2011/07/27/the10-best-power-forwards-of-the-past-three-decades/

I’m not sure that’s the best list I’ve ever seen of PF’s, but Duncan could match up with them

all and has in the past. I don’t agree with your contention that Duncan can’t guard K Love

or Durant. He’s 36 right now. Put him on them at the same age and it’s a different

question. He had quick feet and broke the mold. That’s one thing that agitates a lot of

people about players who don’t fit a stereotypical mold.

It’d be like people giving Magic Johnson crap for being a 6’9” point guard. “Of course he

passes and scores at ease, he’s bigger than all the other PG’s! He’s just dodging playing

forward”. Much like Duncan, Magic could have played more than one position (and did on

many occasions). In the end, they both played whatever position gave their team the best

chance to win.

The Spurs are a system team. Duncan would be out of the league right now if he had to

body up against the 7’+, much bigger centers of the league night in and night out. It’s a

taxing position, you will get no argument from me about that. Greg Popovich told Duncan

several years ago that they were going to change his role on the team to make him more

efficient and extend his career. I don’t see how you can fault Duncan for that. I guarantee

Duncan did not ask for a reduced role on the team (same way Robinson didn’t, he just

accepted it).

Most consider it brilliant that Duncan has converted his game from strictly a post-up game

(that was how he started his career in the NBA, which his bank shots and cutting onehanders) to a pick-and-roll game. He’s got no pride about what he is vs. what he used to

be physically.



Rhino: Maybe it's the classification I hate and if Duncan was 6'8" and played the

exact same way, I'd probably not have an issue.

DMM5157: I just find it a shame that you feel that way about Duncan simply because of his

height. Do you feel the same way about Kevin Garnett? If so, I suppose that would

alleviate a bias against simply Duncan.

I should add all these feeling kind of came to a head today as I was driving to class listening

to Lex and Terry and Terry was criticizing the Spurs and Duncan for being boring, soft, etc.

To some, if it isn’t a particular team, or a particular style of basketball, they just don’t get

what is so special about what Duncan and the Spurs are doing.

I’m used to the Spurs getting disrespected, and so are they. They chose to ignore it, and I

usually do as well. I just decided I’d speak up about it for once. It’s been a while since I

have.

End of rant. 
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